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Export-Import Theory, Practices, and Procedures is the first book on the topic aimed squarely at the

academic audience. Discussing theoretical issues in depth, this innovative textbook offers a

comprehensive exploration of import procedures and export regulations, incorporating the most

relevant and current research information in the area. The new edition includes:  Updates on major

developments in bilateral and regional trade agreements, and regulatory changes in export controls

Changes to taxation laws in the US and internationally that impact import/export Changes to

INCOTERMS 2000 and to letters of credit New developments in countertrade The new role of the

Export-Import Bank This book combines an innovative conceptual and theoretical approach, a

comprehensive analytical treatment, and an engaging and accessible presentation style to offer one

of the most useful textbooks on the market for students and practitioners alike. More information can

be found at: www.export-importtradecenter.com
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"This is an essential addition to my reference books on the procedural aspects of international trade.

It provides a comprehensive framework for the beginner, while covering technical specifics that can

assist the practitioner. Key considerations are presented and summarized, with case studies that

move the reader well beyond the surface level of detail across key elements of import and export

trade. A must read!" - Dr. Ralph F. Jagodka, Mt. San Antonio College, USA "This new edition of

Export-Import Theory expands upon the already valuable earlier ones, with updated material that

keeps pace with the rapidly-changing scene. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not just a cookbook of international trade



jargon, but an informed discussion of the ins and outs of international trade. Dr. Seyoum makes

important topics such as terms of trade and financing clear and interesting. He does not gloss over

the complexities of international trade, and presents enough detail for students to really see the

operational issues and choices clearly, but without the usual overly-wordy explanations. He allows

the reader to understand the issues, rather than just the mechanics, and provides the

documentation for interested readers to go farther. I especially like the cases, and the detailed

treatment of Incoterms. This edition improves upon whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s already the best academic

textbook available on exporting and importing." Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Bruce Hartman, PhD, University of St.

Francis, USA "Professor Seyoum continues to offer significant contributions to the field of

international trade with this latest edition of Export-Import Theory. The book has been thoroughly

updated, and includes interesting and useful summaries, review questions and short, helpful

end-of-chapter cases. Over the years, my students at both graduate and undergraduate levels have

enjoyed the textbook just as much as I have. This reference is a must-have for anybody who wants

to understand or plans to enter the export-import field."   - Ghiyath Nakshbendi, PhD, American

University, USA

Belay Seyoum is Professor of International Business Studies at Nova Southeastern University,

USA.Ã‚Â He has published two books, as well as numerous articles in the area of international

trade in several prestigious academic journals, such as the International Business Review, Journal

of World Trade, the International Trade Journal, the Journal of World Business, and the Journal of

Global Business.

How do you give a zero star review? I have the author as my teacher and she is clearly useless

giving arbitrary grades without reason. But that isn't the point of this review - I agree with a previous

reviewer who stated:"The book is nothing more than copy and paste from other sources. You have

a citation every paragraph. It seems to me the author has no clue about teaching, or the subject."I'm

not sure that this author even knows anything about the subject but knows how to steal other

people's comments legally through citations. Very poorly written with incomplete thoughts and

ideas. The writing is disjointed and doesn't have a cohesive presentation of ideas.

It gives me the information I need, but there are no page numbers so I can't cite the book pages! I

can't follow along in class because the professor gives page numbers and this ebook doesn't have

them! Change it, please! It's too late for me, but save someone else the aggravation...



Got me through my class in college.

Very useful book. I used it in the class a lot and at work

It is a good book for international trade. The digital version is an excellent alternative.

I would give less than one star. Unfortunately, is not possible. To make matters worse, I have the

author as my teacher.The book is nothing more than copy and paste from other sources. You have

a citation every paragraph. It seems to me the author has no clue about teaching, or the

subject.This author/teacher is a joke.I have 3.9 GPA in my MBA program if that tells you something.

Exactly what i purchased and in good condition!! Would definitely recommend.

It is a great book tons of information helps a lot in import export class
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